**GREENSLEEVES**

_Sopranos_

Moderato  \( \cdot = 48 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soprano</th>
<th>Alto</th>
<th>Tenor</th>
<th>Bajo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm</td>
<td>Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm</td>
<td>Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm, Ah.</td>
<td>Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Alas, my love, ye do me wrong to Green-sleeves, now fare- well and a-dieu, and cast God me off dis-cour-teous ly, and I have loved you so long, de-light ing in your_
have both wa - ged life and land, your love and good - will for to have. 

Green - sleeves was

all my joy, Green - sleeves was my de - light, Green - sleeves was my heart of gold, and

my de- light, my heart of gold and

who but my la - dy Green - sleeves? Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm.

who but my la - dy Green - sleeves? Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm.

who but my la - dy Green - sleeves? Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm.

who but my la - dy Green - sleeves? Dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm.
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